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You and most people make economic decisions 
every day   
          These range from small things - buy a Coke or a Pepsi?  
          To big things - hiring someone for a job.  Taking a job.  
Buying a car.  
 

Capitalists try to get other people to make the ECONOMIC DECISIONS  
that the Capitalist wants 

 
• Economic rewards are a paycheck or cash 
or something of tangible value 
• Non-economic rewards are emotions – 
your feelings, good and bad  
Almost every economic decision you make is 
affected by your emotions 
 

 
Employers make decisions based on both Economic and Non-economic rewards 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Any potential employer’s WIIFM (What’s in it for me?)  
includes both economic and non-economic rewards.   

 
Before asking for a job or promotion, think through what’s going to matter to the boss 
The more you can meet your employer’s WIIFM – economic and 
emotional - the better chance you have of getting hired or promoted.  Tell 
them why you are qualified and will be a pleasure to work with, why you 
will satisfy their WIIFM.  
 

Nobody protects your interests but you –  
think about how to get what you want  

If an employer hires you for a job, 
their economic reward will be your 
labor, that you can do a good job at 
what they hired you for.  They will 
have to decide that you will do a good 
job, work well with your co-workers, 
be nice to customers, be trustworthy. 

The employer may also get non-economic 
rewards – emotions: 

• Pleasure at helping out a person  
• Hiring someone that reflects their own 

values and beliefs about hard work 
• Having somebody they like to work with 
• Helping a friend of a friend or a relative, 

or someone from the old neighborhood 

Almost every economic 
decision you or any person 
makes has both  
ECONOMIC rewards and 
NON-ECONOMIC rewards 

People show you 
what’s important to 
them by what they 
show in their office  

I am a Capitalist 

* Only I protect my interests 

* I measure success and failure in 
dollars and cents 

* I never stop building relationships 

* I never stop looking for opportunities 
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CAPITALISTS TRY TO MANIPULATE PEOPLE’S EMOTIONS TO GET THEM TO MAKE 

THE ECONOMIC DECISIONS THAT THE CAPITALIST WANTS 
 

Capitalist:  
 Get people to take emotional rewards 

instead of economic rewards – take feelings 
instead of cash 

 Also use emotions to get people to make 
the decisions the Capitalist wants 

 And emotions to get people to trust them 
 
 

EMOTIONS IMPACT YOUR DECISIONS 
 

Emotions can make you want to 
DO something 

Emotions can make you want to  
NOT do something 

 
 

 
 
 

EMOTIONS can be used to affect what you PAY for something 
 
A car salesperson tries to get you to focus on the benefits the car will give you beyond just 
transportation - the EMOTIONS you will feel if you own it, not the financial costs.   
 

If they can get you thinking about your emotions,  
you will pay less attention to your financial interests 

What are some emotions that you Do they make you more likely
and other people feel? or less likely to do something?

Call it persuasion, influence, 
MANIPULATION, it doesn’t 
really matter – to be a 
successful Capitalist you have 
to learn to manage emotions 
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A Car Seller tries to make you: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Two factors usually have an impact on prices:  Scarcity & Urgency 
 
 
 
 
 
 

URGENCY IS AN EMOTION 
 

Sellers will try to manipulate your feelings to create a sense of urgency and 
scarcity – to make you want it NOW and be afraid of losing it 
 
 

TRUST IS AN EMOTION 
 
Sellers try to get you to trust their judgment on price and value - If you disagree 
with them, they will try to get you to doubt your judgment 

• They reinforce your judgment where it supports their price  
• They question or undermine your judgment if it undercuts their price 
• If they get you to question your own judgment you are more likely to accept theirs 

 
 
IF YOU WERE A CAR SELLER, WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO: 
 
Make a buyer feel good about buying the car 
 
 
______________________________________  ______________________________________ 
 
Create a sense of Scarcity 
 
 
______________________________________  ______________________________________ 

Feel good about buying it 

• You’re gonna get some women in that car 
• You’ll have the nicest car of all of your 

friends 
• Think about all of the emotional benefits 

you will get from owning the car 

Feel bad about not buying it 

• You are really missing out 
• You will regret not getting 

this one for a long time 

Scarcity means something that is rare or 
hard to find - If there's only one of what 
you want, you pay more for it 

Urgency means something has to happen 
immediately or quickly - If you have to 
have it today, you pay more for it 
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Create a sense of Urgency 
 
 
______________________________________  ______________________________________ 
 
 

WHY TRAIN YOU TO NEGOTIATE? 
 

It is a documented fact that African Americans pay higher interest rates 
on new car loans than Caucasians, even when adjusted for 
Income and Education 
 
Does this mean every car salesperson is racist?  Maybe, but more likely, the 
salesperson is just trying to make a buck, and because of historical reasons 
African Americans are less likely to forcefully protect their own interests 
 
 

HOW DO YOU PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST BEING MANIPULATED 
 
Do your research before you start looking 

 Get an idea of price ranged and features 
 See how many are available 

 
Have a PLAN for Negotiating 

 Decide how much you want to Pay 
 Know the maximum you CAN pay 
 Know what you WANT to pay 
 Have an OPENING OFFER ready 

 
Start looking BEFORE you need it - Give yourself 
time to find the right deal 
 

LIKE EVERYTHING ELSE IN CAPITALISM, REMEMBER: 
ONLY YOU PROTECT YOUR INTERESTS – THE CAR SALESMAN OWES YOU NOTHING 
 
 
  

Most of All, Protect Your 
Emotions Against Being 
Manipulated 
* When the salesperson is 
trying to be your friend 
* Trying to make you anxious 
* Trying to build trust 
* Trying to get you to pay 
more than you want 
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NEGOTIATIONS WORKSHEET 
 

 
 
 


